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Brian Midyett on the Oregon Backcountry Discovery Route. 2007
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“…fundamentally, whether you’re driving a great 
big Hummer SUV or some Al Gore-approved green 
SUV that weighs 5,000 lb, they’re both an obscene 
waste of energ y no matter if the energ y comes from 
a coal-fired electric plant or a wind farm. Light and 
nimble is a wonderful thing...all the things that people 
know in Europe, just seem to be unconsidered over 
here. You know motorcycles must be very big and loud 
and chromed, and must bark and smoke, and you only 
ride them on Sundays -- dear God, that’s not what a 
motorcycle is! A motorcycle is a wonderful way to go 
somewhere, to enjoy doing so, without wasting a whole 
lot of energ y.” —Eric Buell, interview, Motorcycle Sport and 
Leisure, January 2011 <mslmagazine.co.uk> 
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orTlIeb THIN dry bAG sAddlebAGs
narrower waterproof saddlebags are perfect for travelin’ lighter and faster. 
thincase dry bag saddlebags only stick out 4" on each side, but will hold 
more than enough for most trips. each side bag is a modified and rein-

forced Waterproof brief bag (#1968) so it’ll retain its shape and protect your 
contents. the ‘throw over’ mounting system is secure, fast, and versatile. the 

roll-over seal and top loading opening is easy to use and absolutely waterproof. a 
lightweight (but strong) system. 11.8"×15.7"×4" each. 1480 cu. in. total.

#9005 $187.00

orTlIeb loW ProfIle dry bAG sAddlebAGs
a rugged pair of roll-top waterproof saddlebags, perfect for bikes with high-riding exhaust systems. the 
unique low profile design sits higher than standard saddlebags, yet has 2100 cubic inches of total space 
for whatever you need to carry. Made of extremely strong and abrasion resistant reinforced PVc with a 
thermo-molded rear pad to protect paint finish. inner organizer pocket allows quick, convenient access.  
black. 9"×19.5"×6" each. 2100 cu. in. combined volume. imported.

#9287 $217.00

e-10 eNduro sAddlebAGs
a tough, versatile pair of carefully constructed bags that 
strike a balance between carrying capacity, rider 
mobility and convenience. they are highly adjust-
able, go on and off with speed and ease and 
fit virtually all enduro and dual sport bikes. 
the stable wedge-shaped design is con-
structed from fully coated 1680 denier 
ballistic fabric, with fully bound seams and 

reinforced stress areas. compression straps on each bag keep contents stable, and 
six top-located d-rings allow easy attachment of additional duffels or accessories. 
safety reflective accent on each bag increases nighttime visibility. storage capacity is 
18 liters for the pair. black. 7.5"×13.75"×6.5". 

#9227 $147.00
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orTlIeb Qrl (QuICK releAse lATCH) dry bAG sAddlebAGs 
completely waterproof soft saddlebag with unique quick release mounting hooks. a built-in padded 
carrying handle and internal organizer pocket make this a convenient motorcycle briefcase, or attach 
the removable padded shoulder strap for an ideal sized travel bag or courier bag. internal stiffener panels 
and a roll-top closure provide easy access to contents, while side-release buckles keep contents secure. 

scotchlite™ reflective areas on both ends allow bags to 
be attached to either side of the motorcycle. requires 
a 3/16" to 5/8" round-tubular mounting system 
available separately from specialist suppliers. racks are 
available for most motorcycles. contact www.happy-trail.
com or www.moto-sportpanniers.com for specific applica-
tions. order one bag for each side. black. (not shown). 
12"×17"×6"/1465 cu. in. each. (sold individually).

#913 $132.00

orTlIeb dry bAG 
sAddlebAGs

sometimes the best ideas are 
the simplest. like this pair 
completely waterproof throw-
over soft saddlebags: they are 
made of the same materials and 
use the same sealing system 
found on waterproof ‘dry’ bags. 
the easy loading top entry design 
rolls over and clips at both ends 
for a completely waterproof seal. 
each bag’s lower leading end is 
cut away for generous passenger 

leg clearance. the bikeside has a full width thermo-molded pad to protect 
paint and bodywork. all webbing and hardware is top grade. inside are several 
carefully designed polypropylene stiffener panels as well as a handy organizer 
pocket, and at the rear of each bag is a scotchlite™ reflective area. dry bag 
saddlebags are short enough to fit ahead of the rear turn signals on all motor-
cycles and are ideal for use on dual sport or sport machines. you won’t find frivolous 
details here, just intelligent and functional bags that won’t stick out too far yet will easily 
hold enough for a weekend camping trip. they are totally waterproof. Why did it take so long 
for someone to invent these? easy to install and quick to put on or remove. black or yellow waterproof 
coated fabric. 15"×13"×8" each with 3173 cu. in. combined volume.

#912 $197.00

off on

4" 8" 6"

#9005 #912 #913

#9005 #912 #913

Waterproof, Really / Review by flying_hun ËRead more at aerostich.com

“It seems that every time I go on a long tour I am reminded that if something requires 
a cover or a liner to make it waterproof, then it isn’t waterproof at all. These bags 
require neither, and are the only truly waterproof panniers—hard or soft—I’ve ever 
used. Just back from a ride in the UK and France that featured several days of heavy 
rain, and the contents of these bags remained dry. Flexible, tough, easy to get on and 

off the bike (Versys), and waterproof. The best I’ve used.”
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MoTofIzz MAP bAG 1
Flip the top of this versatile map bag, and you’ve got plenty of pockets and space for 
money, credit cards, and important documents. the side zip entry map window holds 
one or two mid-sized roadmaps (6.5"×8" or less) and has two built-in bookmarks. 
the padded main compartment has 115 cubic inches of space with a mesh pocket 
for a total overall volume of about 175 cubic inches. larger, wing style magnetic feet 
stay put better, and fold away when not needed. a durable carry handle provides 
take-along transport. Heavy duty nylon and fabric-reinforced vinyl construction. 
shoulder strap and transparent-front rain cover included. 4"×12.5"×9". imported.

#1989 $87.00

MoTofIzz MAP bAG 2
this understated map bag makes access a snap with hook & loop placed at the bottom 
of the window. inside, there’s additional see-through pockets that allow you to display 
another 6.75"×9" (or less) roadmap or book. Padded main compartment has over 100 
cubic inches of space with a mesh pocket for a total overall volume of about 125 cubic 
inches. Four fold-away magnetic feet hold tight to your tank and a front mounted carry 
handle provides easy transport. Heavy duty nylon and fabric-reinforced vinyl construction. 
shoulder strap and transparent-front rain cover included. 1.75"×12"×9". imported.

#1996 $77.00

WolfMAN rAINIer TANK bAG
although aimed at the dual sport 600’s, this tank bag is right at home on just about any dual sport bike. 

With its unique sloping bottom design, you can sit on your bike and glance down to a level map 
pocket—for once. the rainier will hold a lot of stuff in an orderly, secure way thanks to its 4-point 
mounting and foam padding. three outside pockets, including two removable side pockets, a 
reversible map pocket, an expandable gusset and a finish-friendly toughtek bottom round out the 
features of this well-thought-out and quality constructed 

tank bag. explorer lite is 9"-12"×14"×11", rainier is 
9"-13"×15"×11". both bags are black, 1000 denier 
urethane coated cordura®.  

Rainier #9209 $164.00
Rainier Raincover #9219 $19.00

Explorer Lite #9108 $124.00 
Explorer Lite Raincover #9109 $19.00

Large Pocket Kit #1985 $39.00
 Shoulder Straps #1987 $14.00

KLR 650 Straps (not shown) #9129 $12.00

wolfman rainier wolfman explorer lite large pocket kit (3 bags) raincover

MoTofIzz MulTI TANK bAG
talk about functionality…. not only can this bag be used as an expanding tank bag – it’s also designed to 
function as a tailpack. Wait, there’s more… each section of the bag can be fully unzipped and used alone 
or reattached to different sections, in effect creating six bags in one. only need a magnetic map bag? 
Just a tailpack with compression straps, no magnets? Just your map bag? only a .25" tall magnetic mesh 
zipped pocket? it’s up to you. Zip off the top, middle and bottom and zip them in whatever configuration 
you choose. it’s a modular podular thing and it’s way cool. top map bag section is padded and features a 

zipped, full-access 9.25"×12" window for oversize maps. Middle tailpack section has two zippered layers. 
the first features outer compression straps and inner oversize (9.25"×12.5") clear inner pockets with 
bookmarks. the second layer features a large zipped mesh pocket and a padded main compartment with 
425 cubic inches of space that expands to over 700 cavernous cubic inches. the bottom section has 

four fold-away extra-magnetic feet and an oversize zipped 
mesh pocket. More? two removable 3"×7"×1" side pockets 
stow sunglasses or whatever smaller items to make a total 

overall volume of about 900 cubic inches. Heavy duty nylon 
and fabric-reinforced vinyl construction. shoulder strap, tailpack straps, and trans-

parent-front rain cover included. nice. 6"-9"×13.5"×10.5".
#1921 $169.00
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TANK PANNIers

these tough, semi-rigid containers keep your load 
low and secure. extremely handy for day-to-day use 
with or without a tank bag, these fit a variety of 
unfaired motorcycles. detailed for a sleek look 
and functional design, and a great value for 
the price. constructed of tough, water 
resistant urethane coated 1000 
denier cordura nylon with an adjust-
able mounting system: two padded, 
two-inch wide, hook & loop closed 
webbing straps plus two adjustable 
bungee shock cords. Hook & loop 
attached neoprene tank pads protect 
your paint and eliminate slippage. 
removable plastic inserts shape and 
define both of the bags. the panniers 
also feature two pockets along the 
rear panels for small items like pencils 
and a tire gage, several 1" web straps 
for attaching additional items, and 
3M scotchlite reflective material on 
the front and outside panels. specify 
black or Hi-V iz. standard 
(12"×9"×5", 8.8 liter, 
each) or competition 
(12"×7.5"×4.5", 6.6 
liter, each). Usa. 

Standard #903 $135.00
Competition #902 $135.00

black

unbeatable / Review by gsweave  ËRead more at aerostich.com

“Ten years, 150,000+ miles, color now = character, beer holding, oil/brake fluid, 
tool, hydration pack holding, adjusting to any of the seven bikes in the barn.

Bottom line, BEST piece of kit I have ever bought.”

Photo: Jay Caldwell, 2012 Photo: Kurt Davis, 2004 Photo: James Cook (by Anne Yarbrough), 2007
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WolfMAN TIMberWolf
designed to fit on the flatter tanks of most sport and sport touring bikes, this 
nicely sewn tank bag features two removable side pockets, a removable map 
case, a 3 point strap mount system, two mesh organizer pockets, foam and plastic 
internal stiffeners, reflective accents and a carrying handle. its tough-tek rubber-
ized bottom won’t scratch or slip. expandable base gusset zipper adds 3" of addi-
tional capacity. 7.5"×13"×12"(with pockets) ×9"(without). 

#9120 $134.00
Raincover #9121 $19.00

WolfMAN exPress TANK bAG
this small, compact tank bag is the perfect addition for urban combat commuting. 
the exterior is tough ballistic nylon construction, a small exterior mesh pocket, 
elastic pen/tire gauge holder, and a removable map pocket, making this an ideal 
everyday riders companion. interior features 14 liters of storage, a zippered mesh 
pocket to keep change and small items handy and a key clip. the bag also has 
a built-in expansion gusset for situations when more storage capacity is needed. 
Utilizes a tough tek non-scratch, non-skid bottom and a four-point mounting system 
for maximum security on the tank. carrying handle and exterior d-rings for (optional) 
shoulder strap allow for quick and easy off-bike portability. black. 5.25" (expands to 
9.25")×11"×8.75". 

#9220 $124.00

orTlIeb WATerProof
a rugged and simple tank bag that has typical ortlieb 
quality construction features welded seams with heavy-
duty waterproof material, and top quality hardware 
and detailing. the design utilizes the roll-end method 
of closure for total waterproofness. no raincover is 
needed for this thing. Mounted on a base pad with 
eight powerful magnets, the bag features a modular 
‘stacking’ design which enables the use of two tank 
bags at once, or just the included map case on the 
base pad. Quick release buckles for easy adjusting and 
bag removal. Features a robust waterproof zipper for quick access to contents while 
mounted. clever and well built real-world gear that works. seam welded fabric. black. 
6.3"×13.8"×9.8"/ 850 cu.in.

#9288 $169.00
Carry System #9388 $39.00

  WolfMAN eNduro Tool bAG
this tool bag features a unique strap and hook & loop mounting system that holds 
it securely to your bike 
and also lets you easily 
remove it from its installed 
base. compression straps 
hold the bag and contents 
together during the roughest 
on- or off-road riding. 
durable cordura nylon. 
Quality webbing, buckles, 
zippers and sewing. black. 
7"×10"×5". 

#9022 $49.00

“Tourists don’t know where they’ve been, 
travelers don’t know where they’re going.”  

  --Paul Theroux
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WolfMAN eNduro TANK bAG
a small, narrow tank bag shaped to fit perfectly on virtually all dual sport and enduro type bikes. 
the innovative design uses a three point mounting system for stability and does not interfere 
with the gas cap or vent hose. laminated foam sides hold the bag’s shape and a toughtek 
bottom prevents slipping. there’s also an inside and an outside mesh pocket, a removable 
map pocket and a key clip. coated cordura nylon. 3.5"-7.5"×9"×5.5" black.  

#9023 $84.00

Wolfman Endruro Bag / Review by Ratdog ËRead more at aerostich.com

“This tank bag has been in use on my 06 Suzuki DR650 for about a month and fits 
real well. I can refuel with out removing the bag, a big plus. This little bag holds a 
fair amount of “stuff”, first aid kit, extra elk skin gloves, multi tool, flash light, glasses 
cleaner, folded paper maps, Aerostich fleece bags for other “stuff”. Hey there is 
still more room!!!! The bag fits real snug to the back side of the tank and does 
pose some issues when I’m up on the pegs, but it is not a major issue. I never had 
a Wolfman bag and I’m very pleased with the construction, zippers seem heavy and 
pulls are sufficiently large enough with gloves. Reflective stitching is employed and is a 
nice safety feature.”

CHAse HArPer sPorT Tour TANK bAG
a premier bag from chase Harper, the sport tour contains a plethora of features. 
the main compartment expands to a maximum size of 11"×16"×14" and is flanked 
by two side pockets measuring 4"×11"×2.5" each. ideal as an all-out touring tank 
bag, the sport tour should hold just about everything you could think of. the main 
compartment and bottom panel are foam-padded to protect contents (and your 
tank), and the bag can be mounted with a three or four-point mounting system. this 
bag also features an internal mesh pocket and key holder, as well as a clear vinyl, 
removable, flip-over map holder. With the included universal straps, this bag doubles 
as an impromptu backpack. (nice for transporting between bike and wherever.) 
extremely versatile and useful. black. 

#1995 $139.00

CHAse HArPer MAGNeTIC TANK bAG
Meet your new favorite tank bag. attaches easily to the gas tank with super-powerful 
magnets, but detaches quickly for ultimate portability and off-bike carrying options, 
including a shoulder strap/backpack system and soft webbing handle. external 
features include a bungee style attached map case and protective, non-slip bag 
base. smooth coil zippers allow access to the roomy interior, which includes a 
key-holder and inner pocket for storing items needing quick access. 14"×9"×5.5". 
black/Gray. 

#9299 $69.00
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orGANIzer bAGs
Keep small camp gear, travel items and personal 
effects organized and accessible with this trifecta of 
storage bags. Mesh front provides great ventilation 
and an easy view of contents, while a nylon backing 
and sturdy zipper securely stores the contents. 
includes a functional hanger loop to expand the 
possible uses around camp. three practical, user-
friendly satchels, one of each size: 12"×10", 10"×8", 
7.5"×3.5". yellow or black.

#9240 $15.00

AIr PoCKeTs
Protect your books, maps, toiletries, or other smaller 
items. the perfect solution for organizing your tank 
bag, these bags feature a water resistant yKK zipper, 
so you can store them just about anywhere. Made of 
strong 30-d sil cordura nylon rip-stop. each bag 
comes folded up in its own tiny plastic jar about ¼ 
size of your palm, and weighs less than an ounce. 
assorted colors.

Small (5"×7") #9177 $13.00
Medium (6"×10") #9178 $15.00

Large (9"×12") #9179 $17.00

 fleeCe bAGs
if your pocket camera, iPod, radar detector, or notebook 
computer looks like it’s been through the Korean War after 
you carry it on motorcycle trips, then you need our fleece 
“stuff sacks.” they are great protection for any delicate 
or breakable items you might want to carry. the fleece 
provides a cushioning effect against vibration, rough 
roads, or a short drop. a supernyl drawstring tunnel elimi-
nates bulky closure, and the handy cordlock keeps bags 
closed. a large size bag fits perfectly around a Kindle 
reader for taking your electronic reading on the road. the 
XXl size makes a great pillow when loosely filled with soft 
items. a warm camping hat, too. assorted colors. 

Small (3.5"×4.5") #720 $11.00
Medium (5"×6.5") #721 $12.00

Large (6"×8.5") #722 $13.00
X-Large (8"×10.5") #723 $14.00

XX-Large (11"×13.5") #724 $15.00
Set of Five SAVE $10.00 #748 $55.00

 eNveloPe bAGs 
these hook & loop closure bags are carefully made 
from water resistant urethane coated nylon. each 
bag offers water resistant storage capacity and a 
faster, more convenient closure system than draw-
string stuff sacks. blue. 

XXX-Small (2.5"×3.5") #738 $11.00
XX-Small (3.5"×5") #735 $12.00

X-Small (5"×5") #733 $13.00
Small (4.25"×8") #736 $14.00

 Medium (5.25"×11") #730 $15.00
Large (7"×8") #737 $16.00

X-Large (7.5"×10.5") #731 $17.00
 XX-Large (12"×15") #732 $18.00

Set of 8 SAVE $18.00 #749 $98.00

 TANK bAG 
brIefCAse

the briefcase at its most minimal. a simple 
15”×11” cordura envelope bag with handles 
and a hook & loop closure. Great as your “office 
on the road” for books, maps, papers, etc. this 
bag is tough enough to handle a bunch of 
bulky papers and a notebook computer, but 
folds down into a small lump for packing. Fits 
in any pocket or tank bag and it’s not too 
expensive, either. blue or black. 

#1915 $24.00

Hide these things away.... / Review by Rich
ËRead more at aerostich.com

“....or else they get stolen. These bags are so versatile and 
useful they keep getting ‘borrowed’ for non-motorcycling 
usage. Around my house Kindles, cell phone chargers, 
cameras, iPhones, GPS units (including accessories), 
electronic test equipment, even glassware all live in fleece 
bags. A good well-made product with a million uses.”
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dry bAG duffel bAGs
bombproof dry bags that open fully across their length so you can get what you need without having to unload half your stuff. strong webbing handles and quality 
fasteners make the bags easy to carry and use. the “fold over” seal is maintained with two unique, flexible battens that hold the shape when open and enable fast 
and secure closing. totally waterproof, fully seam sealed PVc material is tremendously cut and abrasion resistant. travel thru the worst weather without worrying about 
getting your electronic items, optics, beach towels, cold weather underwear, street shoes or favorite flannel shirt wet. dry bag duffel bags like these are the easiest and 
best way to pack. red, black, or yellow. s (10"×19"), M (11"×21"), l (14"×24").

Small #930 $77.00
Medium #931 $82.00

Large #932 $90.00

orTlIeb TrAvel-zIP dry bAG
blaze a trail through rain, snow, dust, mud…the extremely abrasion-resistant 

cordura fabric and the waterproof zipper ensure 
that, even though your bike is filthy and your 
boots are caked with mud, this bags contents 
remain dry and clean. the travel-Zip is a water-
proof and versatile bag suitable for extended 
trekking tours, but also functions great as an 
everyday carry-all. Full-zip duffle bag design 
makes for effortless packing/unpacking and 
an interior organizer pocket keeps valuables 
dry, secure and easy to access. durable 
handle and removable, padded shoulder 
strap adjust for easy carrying and strapping 
to racks or seats. the only non-waterproof 
part of this bag is the two outer 6.5"×10" 
mesh pockets, but they are great for stashing any 
gear that needs to be accessed quickly. black. 
small 9.4"×18.1"×12.2" (1831 cu. in.), Medium 
10.2"×22.8"×15" (3051 cu. in.)

 Small #9213 $135.00
Medium #9214 $150.00

exPedITIoN dry duffel bAGs
Waterproof? yup! Perfect for riding in rain, snow, water crossings, dust, sand... this 
bag is tiGHt and will keep gear clean and dry in the roughest conditions. adventure 
riders will love the capacity and rally riders will love the durability. roll-top closure 
and four compression straps keep gear secure and dry inside, while large d-rings 
front and rear mount bag to bike with included straps. also includes carrying handle 
and a removable shoulder strap for off-bike portability. yellow/black or black. s 
– 33 liters (11.5"×11.5"×20"), M – 40 liters (11.5"×11.5"×24") l – 47 liters 
(11.5"×11.5"×28"). 

Small #9221 $104.00
Medium #9211 $114.00

Large #9222 $124.00

seAllINe dry bAG
traditional sealline dry bags are one of the best ways to protect your clothes and 
gear on a bike. they’ll last nearly forever and see use on trip after trip. Manufactured 
with care and precision and a bargain, too!! yellow or black heavy duty 18 oz PVc. 
Medium (16"×9"), large (19"×11").

Medium #925 $27.00
Large #924 $32.00
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fAsTrACK
Keep your bags off your bodywork and carry your stuff 
on a flat, secure surface with this universal luggage 
rack. Quickly attaches or removes from your rear seat in 
about a minute via included hook & loop straps. its wide 
design helps to keep saddlebags from rubbing, scuffing 
and scraping your bike’s body. 1/8" laser cut aircraft 
aluminum. 17"×10", 1.75 lbs. black. 

#9031 $59.00

orTlIeb TIzIP WATerProof 
rACK bAG 

a waterproof suitcase for the rear rack. Zippered 
cordura inner compartments, internal compression 
straps, a removable padded shoulder strap and a 
padded handle are the basic features. in addition, 
there’s a cross laced mini-bungee on the lid to hold 
things secure for immediate access. Perfect for rain 
gear, sweaters, water bottles, etc. this waterproof 
semi-rigid container is studded with unique non-
scratching nylon “buttons” (originally for a bicycle 
application) which make it easy to attach to a rack 
or saddle with straps or bungee cords. the waterproof 
tiZip lid is openable even after everything is secured. 
envy Gold Wing tail trunks with lighted vanity mirrors? 
no more. super tough waterproof materials. black. 
13"×19.5"×6.5".

#9030 $167.00

fAsTPACK TAIl bAG
a rugged, weather-resistant tail bag that easily attaches 
or removes in minutes, or can live on the back saddle 
to provide extra storage when you need it and a stylish 
padded seat cover when you don’t. black carbon-fiber 
look. not recommended for carrying passenger when 
attached. sizes vary, see aerostich.com to select the 
proper size for your bike.

TR #10-2072 #9304 $69.00
TR #10-2073 #9305 $69.00
TR #10-2074 #9306 $69.00
TR #10-2077 #9307 $69.00
TR #10-2078 #9308 $69.00

CHAse HArPer HIde-AWAy 
TAIl TruNK

if you only own one bag for your bike, this should 
be it. Unfold in a second and you’ll get 1100 cubic 
inches of load space with the Hide-away tail trunk. 
Featuring an integral bungee cord mounting system, 
dual accessory d-rings and a 2" web carrying handle, 
all in an easy-to carry package that folds into a 
built-in zippered storage pouch. Made from durable 
400 denier Pac-cloth. Fully expands to 10"×14"×9". 
Folded size 5.25"×8.25"×3.25". black or red. 

#973 $64.00

CHAse HArPer suPer deluxe 
HIde-AWAy bAG

a must for any luggage system, the chase Harper 
super deluxe Hide-away bag tucks away into its own 
built-in carry pouch when not needed. Just unfold 
for 24 liters of space, or unzip the side expansion 
gussets to instantly expand to an impressive 40.4 
liters of storage. end pockets allow fast access to 
often needed items. strong, water resistant 420 
denier nylon pack cloth construction features seams 
bound on the inside, with bar tacked stress points 
for ultimate durability. Perfect off-bike carry bag 
with hide-away, adjustable bungee strap mounting 
system, 2" web carry handle and dual d-rings for 
optional shoulder strap. Measures 12"×13.5"(22” 
expanded) ×9".  

#974 $88.00

CHAse HArPer bArrel bAG
you can add this bag anywhere. durable 1000 
denier cordura nylon construction includes non-
removable HdPe insert to hold classic barrel shape. 
reinforced mounting straps keep it securely in 
place while a wide, easy opening zipper opening 
allows easy access to contents stashed inside. 
5"×9.5"×5". black, blue or red. 

#970 $27.00

WolfMAN PeAK TAIl bAG
a versatile wedge-shaped tail bag that works 

just as well on a sportbike as it does on a 
scooter.  Multi-mounting options utilize 

hooks or straps to fasten to seats or 
racks.  expandable 4" gusset and 
bungee cord top add extra storage 
capacity.  interior zippered mesh 

pocket and adjustable compression 
straps keep the load stable and 

secure.  tough-tek non-
skid bottom with reflec-
tive side accents. a great 
day use tail bag. 6.25"(

10.25"expanded)×10"×9.5" 
(front), 5"(rear). black. 

#9212 $109.00

CHAse HArPer lArGe TAIl TruNK
a sturdy, versatile, all-purpose tail trunk, trim enough for 
sport bikes and spacious enough for touring. durable, 
silent dual zippers open into the spacious main com-
partment, with separate side and end compartments 
for 32.9 liters of convenient storage options. Hook the 
included shoulder strap to the attached d-rings or grab 
the leather carrying handle for easy off-bike transport. 
the tough 1000 denier cordura® Plus urethane coated 
nylon offers weather resistant durability and mounts 
easily with a hidden, twin-bungee mounting system, or 
via included sissy bar attachment. black. Main section: 
14.5"×9.5"×10", Front pouch: 12"×10"×2.5", sides: 
9.5"×10"×2. 

#9323 $122.00
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WolfMAN beTA Plus
if you’ve ever wanted to carry the large 
amount of gear needed for an extended 
adventure tour in a large, easy-to-remove 
bag that will stand up to rough conditions, 
this is one to consider. capacious enough 
for lotsa stuff, the bag features a seat-
channel center-tunnel cutaway portion that 

straddles your seat or luggage rack ensuring stability on washboard roads and the like via 
the ultra stable 3-point quick-release mounting configuration. an incorporated non-scratch, 
non-skid toughtek bottom keeps paint and shiny bits free from scratches. a crescent shaped 
top zipper allows for easy access to the roomy interior, which is lined with silver accent panels, 
for better interior visibility. Four compression straps, reflective details, zippered end pockets 
and a carrying handle round out the features of this versatile and well thought out piece of water resistant 
luggage. black. 9.5"×29"×11" (2746 cu. in.) with a 10"-14" seat channel. 

#9268 $169.00

MoTofIzz CAMPING seAT bAGs
everything you’ll want to carry (clothing, tent, food and camping gear), fits neatly within 
these detailed and cavernous seat bags. outside there’s a variety of strap systems 
designed to secure foam sleeping pads and the like. across the top, d rings laced 
with mini-bungees are arranged to hold sweaters, road guides, and things you want 
to keep within immediate reach. each end on the medium and large opens for 
direct loading and inside access. For extra capacity, both ends also expand 
with gusseted zippers. the medium and large bags also have a removable 
zippered belt pack attached to one end, and all three have an insulated 
water bottle holster right where you can reach it. there’s retro-reflective 
areas, a versatile, secure and fast strap-on mounting system, and useful 
compression straps so your stuff won’t get bounced around. not water-
proof, but an included raincover stores inside a dedicated compartment. 
all of this technology is beautifully sewn with top quality coated nylon 
fabrics, webbing and other materials. (by a clever optical illusion, this 
bag won’t look big when mounted on your bike.) the camping seat bag 
is the world’s most advanced motorcycle pack. it’s an armed F-16 in a field 
of cessnas. small is black/grey, 8" top to bottom × 12" Front to back ×11.5" side to 
side/16" expanded. Medium is black, 12" top to bottom × 12" Front to back × 15.5" side to 
side/22" expanded. large is black/grey, 14" top to bottom × 14" Front to back x 21" side to 
side/28" expanded. an aero/rWH exclusive.  

Small #9033 $157.00
Medium #9256 $177.00

Large #9027 $197.00
Small Raincover (Spare) #9146 $20.00

Medium Raincover (Spare) #9127 $22.00
Large Raincover (Spare) #9126 $24.00

Beta plus  10"-14"  taPered

front

right

back

bottom

left

top
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 WATerProof sIde zIP bAGs 
these seam sealed waterproof containers provide great lightweight storage and instant access to tents, sleeping bags, sweaters, road food, or anything else. they’re 
the fastest way to carry items in a “bedroll” shape without having to fight a long, narrow drybag or stuffsack. Full length therm-a-rest pads lay right inside with room 
for a pair of sandals on the side. the end-to-end waterproof zipper makes them dry enough for all-day torrential rains yet super easy to access. 160 cordura fabric 
makes them super durable. all-time favorites. Medium is 4"×22"×4" and large is 6"×22"×6". 

Medium #9010 $35.00
Large #9012 $37.00

AIr zIPP “overNIGHT” bAGs 
Ultralight and watertight. the same concept as the Zipp sacks, but constructed with 
the now ubiquitous water resistant sil cordura ripstop nylon with water resistant 
zippers. the unique bathtub-design places the seams on the sides instead of the 
bottom. Pack your saddle bags or rear bag with any combination of these bags for 
effortless organization on the road. they store small and light enough to go unnoticed 
when you don’t need them, but incorporate solid construction and functionality for 
when you do. assorted colors.

XX-Small (4"×8"×5") #9149 $17.00
X-Small (5"×9.5"×6") #9119 $19.00

Small (6"×11"×7") #9117 $21.00
Medium (7"×13"×8") #9115 $24.00

HydrAlIGHT zIPPer duffel 
this light, waterproof duffel constructed of coated ripstop nylon will keep your stuff 
dry on the road or down the trail. additional webbing and d-rings on each side 
allow you to easily strap it to your bike. Welded seams, waterproof zipper, with extra 
support on the bottom and sides. shoulder strap included. super packable. Medium 
is 13"×23"×13", 24 oz. and large is 14"×28"×15", 43 oz. Grey.

Medium #9165 $70.00
Large #9205 $74.00

side zip bags / Review by Danman ËRead more at aerostich.com

Bought this bag to hold my Kermit folding camping chair. Not sure it would fit as the 
chair is 22" long and the bag is 22" long. The chair fit easily inside, the bag is gener-
ously large, and well made. Will be able to put plenty of other items in there with the 
chair, maybe even a tent. Haven’t used it on the bike yet to test its waterproofness, 
but I like it so far and am considering getting a couple more of these bags as they 
will be great for tents, poles, thermarest pad or a down sleeping bag. I like how it will 
fit between my panniers and the body of the bike. It also has attachment loops sewn 
along the top to clip it together with other gear. A satisfying product at a good price.
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zIPP sACKs
Modular podular, dude. Use these zip-opening squarish bags 
to organize your packing job into sub-categories for quick 
retrieval. Made of nylon packcloth with a full-length zipper 
along the top that makes access easy. the blocky shapes lend 
themselves to compactness when placed in saddlebags (which 

tend to be rectilinear) making the best use of that always 
limited space. Perfectly suited for separating clothing from 
cookgear and the like. simple and quite handy to stuff your 
stuff in. assorted colors.

Small (7"×11"×8") #1940 $16.00
Medium (8"×13"×7") #1941 $18.00

Large (8"×15"×9") #1942 $20.00
X-Large (9"×17"×10") #1943 $22.00 

sQuAre CoMPressIoN 
sTuffsACs

imagine how much easier packing your bike would 
be if your sleeping bag were 50% smaller. What you 
need is a compression stuffsac. We offer these excep-
tionally nice, easy to use, incredibly rugged ones from 
Granite Gear. although they aren’t waterproof, they’re 
a great way to transform your bulky sleeping bag into 
a compact, rock solid bundle that’s easier to pack. a 
unique arched design evenly distributes the stress of 
compression. Made of 210 denier nylon with double 
stitched seams everywhere, a full compression lid 
and a useful end handle. colors vary. (our Wiggy’s 
sleeping bags require either the medium or large 
sizes.)

Small (17"×6") #9080 $27.00
Medium (19"×6.74") #9081 $30.00
Large (20.5"×7.75") #9082 $32.00

WATerProof sTuff bAGs
stop using garbage bags to keep your gear dry inside 
leaky saddlebags and packs. these totally water-
proof stuff bags are thinner and more packable than 
regular dry bags, but are still tough enough to provide 
long hard wear. compared to regular camping stuff 
bags, these nylon stuff sacs have an inside water-
proof coating and fully tape sealed seams. there is a 
hard plastic roll-top to fold over the enclosure and a 
sturdy high density buckle connected by a web strap 
to secure the bag. they are lighter and much more 
packable than pvc type waterproof dry bags, and far 
more durable than slippery, ugly garbage bags. nicer 
to use, too. Xs-orange, s-yellow, M-red, l-blue.

X-Small (12"×6") #9073 $14.00
Small (14"×6") #9074 $15.00

Medium (16"×7") #9075 $16.00
Large (20"×9") #9076 $18.00

AIrveNT sIl drysACKs
tough. light. Waterproof. Floats. What more could you 
ask for in a bag? How about an air expelling design for 
compact packing? these bags have a special waterproof, 
air permeable fabric at the base that releases extra air 
inside the bag. no vents or compression straps – just roll 
the bag down, close the buckle, and you’ve just saved 
space and weight. Made with seam sealed Ultralight 
30 denier hybrid sil nylon, so you know your important 
papers, iPod, cell phone, money, etc., will stay as dry as 
when you put them in. Plus, they’re oval instead of round, 
so they resist rolling when layed on their side. strong 
and durable, yet soft and flexible. colors vary.

Small (5.5"×7.75"×21") #9224 $26.00
Medium (6"×8.75"×22.5") #9225 $30.00

Large (7"×10"×25") #9226 $34.00

INsulATed AIr Cell bloCKs
enjoy an ice-cold soda, anytime, or bring along 
hotdogs or chicken breasts for an all-day ride to 
cook up later at the campsite. these lightweight 
insulated air cell blocks really do keep things 
cold. constructed of a new type of laminated 3/8" 
open-cell padded foam, they feature an integrated 
metallic layer that reflects 95% of radiant heat, 
add a little ice and zip-up the water-resistant 
zipper for a highly portable, personal micro-
cooler. also protects sensitive electronic gear from 
harmful electromagnetic fields as well as from the 
usual bumps and abuse of travel (for best results, 
remove any ice and dry thoroughly first). strap 
loops allow for quick, easy mounting to any pack, 
bag or handlebars. neat, cool storage. really. Xs – 
7.5"×3.25"×2" (3.4oz.), s - 8.5"×4"×2.75”(4.5oz.), 
M – 9.5”×4.75"×3.5" (6.5oz.)

X-Small #9284 $24.00
Small #9285 $27.00

Medium #9286 $30.00

“No man who has a motorcycle can believe himself to 
have exhausted the possibilities of his machine if he has not 
enjoyed to the fullest extent all the pleasures of touring.”

- Theodore Werle, Camping Hints When Touring With a Motorcycle, 
pub 1917 or 18, found by Tom Berry.
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HooK & looP CINCH sTrAPs
infinite adjustability make these nylon web straps incredibly versatile.  available in 
three convenient sizes, they are designed for high strength and smooth adjustability.  
Unique design incorporates hook & loop adhesive around the entire strap, ensuring 
a firm hold for whatever gadget, pack, or piece of gear is being stowed.  these straps 
will keep up to 200 lbs tight and secure, even when exposed to the elements or the 
vibration of a wild ride.  Maximum adjustability plus super strong hold equals a great 
all-around strap. Great for strapping down gear, holding packs on racks or anything 
else you want tied down to stay put. 18" strap is 1" wide, 36" & 60" straps are 1.5" 
wide. set of two.

18" #9200 $8.00
36" #9201 $10.00
60" #9204 $12.00

sNIder’s PAINTGuArd 
if you like having shiny paint but always ride hard, try this. the optically clear 
7.5 mil thick polished vinyl works as a removable skin to protect your bike’s 
painted finish. Goes on easily and cuts-to-fit wherever needed (under tank 
bags, etc...). reusable over and over. applies with only water and a squeegee. 
Flexible and durable wear and scratch protection. includes instructions.  
three 11"×14" sheets.

#9058 $14.00

 d-TyPe CArGo sTrAPs
these straps are more secure than bungees because they won’t allow the load to 
shift on washboard gravel or bumpy paved backroads, no matter how far you are 
going or how fast you are riding. similar looking straps in camping stores are usually 
too short to be useful for packing a bike and often are not-quite-strong-enough. 
these 1" wide flat webbing straps are over eight feet long (100"), and have a 1300 
lb break strength. (cut to custom lengths and fuse the ends with a cigarette lighter 
to eliminate fraying). the d type delrin adjustable fitting is easy to cinch up and will 
not slip, and it’s strong enough to handle a minimum of 300 lbs. sold in sets of 3 
(carry a spare). 

#1900 $16.00

 QuICK releAse CArGo sTrAPs
the 1" quick release delrin side release buckle allows superfast unloading. it is 
the strongest quick release delrin buckle made (we tried many), and it will handle 
a minimum of 250 lbs. sold in sets of 3 (carry a spare). these straps are more 
secure than bungees because they won’t allow the load to shift on washboard 
gravel or bumpy paved backroads, no matter how far you are going or how fast 
you are riding. similar looking straps in camping stores are usually too short to 
be useful for packing a bike and often are not-quite-strong-enough. these 1" 
wide flat webbing straps are over eight feet long (100"), and have a 1300 lb 
break strength. (cut to custom lengths and fuse the ends with a cigarette lighter 
to eliminate fraying).  

#1902 $16.00

Second Trip / Review by Dan Workman 
ËRead more at aerostich.com

“This is my ‘second trip to the well’ for 
these straps, so I feel well qualified to rate 
them. My original quick release straps are 
still in use after 5 years and numerous trips 
(Grand Canyon, and Alaska!). The fact 
that these come in a long length makes 
them more useful than the ones 
offered at many of the outdoor 
outlets. In short, a great value.”

 PAINT sAver MesH
Place this durable 3/16" thick anti-slip, padded, reinforced PVc mesh between 
your bags, bungees and bike bodywork for maximum protection and increased load 
security, no matter how rough the road conditions. this versatile stuff is also great as 
a tool drawer liner in the workshop. cut to fit. black. 24"×36". 

#1926 $15.00
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 HooK ANd looP elAsTIC sTrAPs
Wrap the elastic band around the gear to be stowed, and hold safe and secure with 
the heavy duty hook and loop fastener. stretchy elastic material lends itself to endless 
possibilities for use. Hook and loop even allows them to be strapped together for holding 
a larger load. two sizes: 25" and 19". 1.5" wide. set of two.  

19" #9206 $10.00
25" #9207 $12.00

roK sTrAPs
Flat shock cord straps that minimize pressure and maximize friction. they won’t acci-
dentally “roll” to either side like a conventional round cord. stretchier and stronger 
cargo securing technology. durable 100% natural rubber core and a tightly woven 
wear-resistant polyester sheath. built for extended outdoor use. classic uses shatter 
resistant Fastex® buckles that won’t scratch your bike’s paint (3/4" wide / adjustable 
classic is 1" wide). Universal uses a strong, safe, shank-hooked super bungee (3/4" 
wide / adjustable Universal is 1" wide). 

ClAssIC
12"*#9086 $14.00

 18"*#9087 $15.00
24"*#9088 $16.00
30"*#9089 $17.00

18"–60" (Adjustable) 
#9090 $24.00 

uNIversAl
 12"*#9011 $6.00
18"*#9013 $7.00
24"*#9014 $8.00
30"*#9019 $9.00

16"–60" (Adjustable) #9091 $12.00

classic (sold in pairs) universal (sold individually)

*NOT ADJUSTABLE

roK AdjusTAble PACK sTrAPs
specifically designed to attach to packs and secure smaller items. durable combi-
nation strap features a 10" stretchy rubber core section and a 35" long adjustable 
5/8" nylon webbing section with sturdy pass thru loops. Fastex® buckles release 
quickly and won’t scratch your bikes paint. adjustable from 12" to 42". Pair of two 
straps. black or Green.

 #9228 $13.00

 CArGo sTrAP CAse
designed to store a set of three aerostich cargo straps 
(#1900 or #1902—sold separately), this handy water 
resistant nylon case is a great compact organizing tool. 
closes securely with a hook and loop flap and keeps cargo straps or other small items 
(tools, electronics, personal effects) organized and easily accessible. compact enough 
to stow in a tank bag, saddlebag or pocket. assorted colors. 4.5"×7"×1". 

Case #2000 $15.00
Straps #1900 or #1902 $16.00

 frAMe looPs
Make attaching bungees easy and fast. add a tie-on place where you can reach it. 
black flat webbing securely sewn. adding a small amount of adhesive where the 
webbing crosses itself will allow them to remain permanently set up on your bikes 
frame and ready for use. two 3⁄4"×5", 3⁄4"×7", and 3⁄4"×9" loops. (6 loops). 

#1903 $15.00

  
frAMe looPs royAle
bigger, better and easier to use. this 

version is configured for strength, 
versatility and easy use. the “figure 

eight with a half twist” web 
arrangement won’t scratch your 
bike and lies flatter. an attached 

7" loop of sewn-in parachute cord 
makes installation in tight spots easier. 

two 1"×9.5" web loops. 
#9043 $14.00
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loW ProfIle 
sTrAP looPs

low profile steel strap 
loops that attach to 
the top of hard bags 
(or anywhere) to hold 
duffels and items with 
straps. rugged and 
light, perfect for 1" 

straps. set of 4, with attaching bolts.
#9084 $17.00

luGGAGe looPs
the cleanest way to attach a load 
using straps up to 1.5" wide, 
luggage loops are also large 
enough to pass ropes and bungee 
cords through. the strong, light-
weight, black anodized cast alloy 
loops attach with stainless steel 
hex bolts and cap nuts. bonded 
alloy and rubber washers. First 

cabin all the way. Four loops and fittings.
#9056 $17.00

 PoWer 
HooKs

durable no-scratch nylon/zytel 
molded hooks that can help you 
make up custom cargo carrying 
applications. easy to set up “V” 
slot securely locks cord at the 

perfect tension. Will stay adjusted to any size. Won’t 
slip. two hooks per pack.

Power Hooks (2 qty.) #938 $8.00
Bungee Cord (3/8") #939 $1.00 per foot

lICeNse PlATe 
rINGs 

two l ightweight resin 
bases with strong folding 
r ings that lock f lat 

when not in use. ideal for 
bungees, bungee hooks, straps, 
etc. complete with fasteners. 
comes with bolts but no nuts. 

We have no idea why. black. 
#9057 $12.00

seAT HooKs
these black plastic coated 
steel hooks attach easily 
to the base edge of your 
saddle providing a strong 
yet unobtrusive place to 
hook elastic cords or nets. 
no drill ing or cutting to 
install, yet easy to remove if 
needed. Four per pack.

#948 $15.00

buNGee 
looPs 

these bungee loops 
are easy to install 
(drill a hole), will 
stay in place (large 
backing washer and 
locking aircraft nut), 
hold a load (strong 
materials), and look 

good (low profile black resin). by the third day into your 
next road trip you’ll be glad the daily ritual of loading 
and unloading is not the big struggle it once was. these 
little things mean a lot. Pack of four.

#1939 $14.00

MINI buNGee
these colorful high-quality stretch 
fasteners with dichromated hooks are 
only about 1⁄8" (4 mm) in diameter 
and 10 inches long, but very strong. 
an indispensable addition to your 
tank bag, with countless uses. Pack 
of four.

#942 $6.00

CAM sTrAPs
these straps are rated to 900 lbs. cam cinches 
strap and locks things down tighter than a 
bungee or simple ol’ rope. 

9' #9036 $6.00
15' #9037 $7.00

loCKING lICeNse PlATe CoMPArTMeNT
Weather resistant storage for...ahem…uh…whatever you might 
want to carry unobtrusively concealed. Perfect for registration 
materials or travel documents that you need secure yet acces-
sible, and perhaps the spare bike key. sized to work with all 
standard size license plates on most motorcycles. Mounts 

either lock up or lock down — you choose. includes all mounting 
hardware and two keys. injection molded polypropylene and 
about 1" thick. 7"×4".

#9078 $25.00

First Farkle For My KLR / Review by Cliff 
ËRead more at aerostich.com

“I had one of these on my old Yamaha dual 
sport. It worked great - keeping my papers dry 
all year round. So when I bought a 2007 KLR 
650 last weekend, this was the First Farkle I 
ordered. Looks great and I never have to worry 
about where my registration and insurance 
docs are no matter what bag or bags I put on 
the bike. Bravo.”
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KNoTboNe AdjusTAble buNGee
the pinnacle example of bungee evolution. rather than 
the paint-scratching metal hook featured on other 
stretch fasteners, these advanced bungees feature 
rugged molded carabiner clips that lock in position to 
your anchor points. the durable elastic cord is fully adjustable, from 6" to 28" in 
the 5mm size, and 10" to 48” in the 9mm size, securing in place with a simple 
wrap-and-lock motion around the specially designed carabiner base. small, self-
clipping plastic caps secure any loose ends once the load is tightened down. a truly 
intelligent design that’s a whole lot handy.

 5mm Cord #947 $5.00
9mm Cord #949 $10.00

 
AdjusTAble buNGee

a leap forward in shock cord technology and ver-
satility. this easy to handle bungee cord features 

rugged, rustproof nylon hooks that won’t scratch 
paint or metal. the hooks are adjustable, so you can 

place them anywhere along the cord. create custom 
shapes for holding awkward items using two, three, or four 

hooks placed anywhere along on one cord.
Regular (4 Hooks, 1/4"×60" Cord) #944 $14.00

Heavy Duty (6 Hooks, 3/8"×72" Cord) #943 $16.00

heavy duty

PoWer NeTs
the world’s best motorcycle 
bungee net. this upgraded 
version of the classic rider’s 
carrying tool is incredibly better. 
Power nets have smaller squares 
(about 1.5" each) than all other 
nets for greater strength, versa-
tility and safety, and feature a 
superior quality internal rubber 
and polyester wear sheath. three 
sizes. comes with six Power Hooks. 
an aero/rWH exclusive. black. 

Small (16"×16") #9044 $24.00
Medium (20"×20") #9045 $28.00

Large (24"×24") #9046 $32.00

buNGee NeT
the everyday rider’s fastest and easiest 
method of securing stuff to motorcycles. 
ours comes with six plastic coated 

hooks and stores in any pocket or corner 
of a tank bag. a quality generic shock cord 
net that’s amazingly adaptable. 15"×15".

#946 $11.00

buNGee buddy
a little known but brilliant tool for carrying stuff on your bike. the 
bungee buddy functions like a cargo net, but it’s a lot cleaner and 

easier to use. two bungee cords are contained in 
a square of strong nylon jersey mesh fabric. it 

self-stores into a built-in zipper pouch only 
a bit larger than a pack of ciga-
rettes. Keep it in your pocket or 
tool compartment for whenever 

an extra helmet, twelve pack, 
or watermelon needs to be hauled somewhere 
important. even if you only use it once a year, it’s 

still worth it because the bungee buddy really is a 
“save your life” tool for 

carrying stuff. black. 
11"×8.5". 

#945 $26.00

regular

flAT KNoTboNe buNGee
a twist on the traditional bungee, this strap uses a tough and distinctive 18mm 
textured flat cord, attached at each end to rugged molded carabiner clips, that 
lock into position to your anchor points. adjustable from 9" to 38" lengths, the cord 
secures with a quick wrap and lock motion, with self-clipping end caps to secure 
loose ends. the flat cord provides more surface area to secure objects, while the 
locking adjustable hook system gives the tension you want every time. simply a 
better way to bungee.

 #941 $11.00

“If motorcycling is to have a future in our country, 
we need to change the message to both established 
enthusiasts and the general public away from ritu-
alistic hobby to one that reaffirms the motorcycle as 
fun, affordable, transportation.” 

—Michael Uhlriak, The Insider (editorial column), Cycle 
Canada, Sept-Oct 2011
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No NAMe drINK Holder
a fine general purpose handlebar cup 
holder made from a tapered stainless steel 
ring that will hold any beverage to-go cup 
securely. Mounts and un-mounts easily 
without tools. Holds 2.625"-3" wide cups 
or containers.

#1377 $18.00

PoWer ClAMP 
drINK Holder 

securely holds most standard water and 
drink bottles. the holder angle, height and 
orientation are fully adjustable and the 
black resin frame and clamp are ultra-
tough. the best universal holder available. 
 an aero/rWH exclusive.

#1375 $24.00

uNIversAl drINKING 
Tube KIT

Make any plastic bottle with a threaded cap into 
a hydration system. includes several caps and 
adapters to fit 28 and 30, and 63mm bottles. 
40" flexible tube with a bite valve, tube clip, 
strap, and caps.

 #4080 $20.00

PlATy bAGs
the best way to carry water 
for camping and cooking.  
2 l (7.5"×13.5") with a 
closure cap, or 1 l (6"×11") 
with a push pull cap. 

2 L #1306 $13.00
1 L #1305 $17.00

PlATy Hoser

PLATy BAgS
Platy bags are incredibly tough, compact and light. They stand up by themselves when full and are lined with food grade polyethylene so your water won’t 
taste like plastic. Bag openings are easy to fill, and when empty, Platy’s roll up and store anywhere. It’s the original drinking tube dromedary, so there are 
many compatible storage options and accessories available.

incorporates a 40" food-grade 
polyethylene tube and bite 
valve for hands free drinking. 
1 l (6"×11"—a perfect fit 
for the chest pocket in your 
‘stich) or 1.8 l (7.5"×11"). 

1 L #1309 $23.00
1.8 L #1310 $23.00

PlATy bIG zIP 

Hoser
a 40" hoser with bite valve, 
and a wide mouth zip closure 
for easy cleaning and adding 
drink mixes, or ice cubes. 2 l 
(6.25"×17").

2 L #1308 $33.00

lAPel ClIP
#180 $3.00

Closure 
CAP 
#1321 $3.00

drINK Tube 
INsulATor

#1322 $20.00

HydrAPAKs
these inserts are made of Fda approved materials and 
feature a taste-free drink tube that won’t leave you with 
that weird plastic taste in your mouth like some others 
do. they’re reversible for easy cleaning and drying, and 
the tube disconnects from the reservoir with the touch of 
a button. the wide fill design has a roll-top hook & loop 
closure for leak proof security. Hook & loop harness/tube 
connector also included. 3 liter is 12"×10" and also has 
a 37" drink tube. 3 l Hydrapak reservoir fits Kriega r20, 
r15 and Hydro 3.

3 L #1301 $35.00

flex CANTeeNs
nalgene quality and durability in an 
easy to pack form. the wide mouth 
accepts ice cubes, powdered mixes, 
and mates with some water purifi-
cation systems. the three liter size 
has an integral handle. Guaranteed 
leakproof.

1.5 L #2030 $12.00
3 L #2031 $14.00

drINK Tube 
W/bITe 
vAlve 
#1316 $13.00

sNAP-N-Go drINK Holders
Mountable options for drinking a hot coffee or cold soda 
while on the road. Mounts easily to either the clutch or 
brake perch, or a 1" bar. Mug version includes an insulated 
stainless steel mug, or universal 
version features a basket to hold any 

can or travel mug.
Stainless Steel Mug #3656 $39.00

Universal Basket #3657 $39.00
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 TAbleT sleeves
the practical minimalists solution: traveling iPads (Kindles, nooks and other tablet devices) slide in snugly, protected from bumps, knocks, dust and scratches. it's the 
everyday, in-and-out, fastest, lightest, easiest protection system available. and is made by us, right here, from custom-engineered materials (developed for our range of 
laptop cases). this three layer laminate has tough nylon twill outside, a soft brushed fleece inside and a .20 inch layer of impact material sandwiched between. it looks 
great and wears well. soft, but not floppy - empty it holds it's shape. and it's lightweight. tablets travel safe and secure inside any backpack, duffel or courier bag. small 
(8.25"×5.75") fits iPad Mini, nexus 7, Kindle Fire Hd & nook Hd. Medium (10.25"×7.5") fits iPad, samsung Galaxy and sony Xperia. large (11.25"×7.75") fits surface 
rt and nexus 10. elegant, superior simplicity. Pure protection. 

Small (8.25"×5.75") #9324 $26.00
Medium (10.25"×7.5") #9325 $28.00

Large (11.25"×7.75") #9326 $30.00

 PAdded lAPToP sleeves
Made of soft nylon with a foam padding, this lightweight sleeve has a hook and loop closed top flap and a plush interior. Mind you, this whole affair is not waterproof or super 
armored, so if the ol’ Pentium shoots off the back of the Hayabusa after an enthusiastic clutch drop, it’s gonna be toast. We make these ourselves because we could not find 
a simple padded, lightweight sleeve made in china. Funny, huh? 

Small (12"×11"*) #9147 $36.00
Medium (13"×11") #9157 $37.00

13" MacBook (13.75"×10.5") #9198 $38.00
 Large (15"×11"*) #9158 $39.00

X-Large (17.5"×13.5"*) #9148 $40.00
*Interior Dimensions

Computer Sleeve review / Review by Dan 
ËRead more at aerostich.com

“The computer sleeve is a perfect companion 
to the Aerostich Courier bag for carrying my 
laptop every day back and forth, work and 
home. There’s just enough padding without 
being bulky and the cushioning makes me feel 

better about the computer resting on the 
seat, especially when riding a few miles of 

gravel road each day on my commute with 
the DR 650. The extra large size sleeve 
fits perfectly within the Courier bag with 

enough space left over for a few small items.”

WATer resIsTANT roll-ToP lAPToP bAGs
these aren’t indestructible, but they’ll protect your laptop better than most. Meant to be packed 
inside a tail bag or pannier, they can take a surprising amount of knocking around. the foam 
padded core is sandwiched between seam sealed ripstop nylon and the roll-top closure keeps 
out water, dust and dirt. nice! small is 10"×12"×2.25", medium is 12"×14"×2.25", large is 

13"×16"×2.75". black.
Small (Fits 14" Screen) #9193 $50.00

Medium (Fits 13"–15" Wide-Screen) #9192 $55.00
Large (Fits 15.4"–17" Wide-Screen) #9191 $60.00
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 PArCel bAG 
For a large rider and with oversized loads, this is the perfect size. even though it 
is big, it still wraps around your back comfortably. Holds the largest stuff you’d 
ever want to carry on your back when riding. shoulder pad included. red, black, 
grey, hi-viz lime yellow, or blue. Height: 14", Width: 9", base length: 18", top 
length: 26". 

(B) #908 $107.00
Organizer Pocket #9135 $33.00

 CourIer bAG 
the most versatile over-the-shoulder bag size that can be used on a bike. you’ll love 
it for its size and fit. triangular in cross-section, the courier wraps around your back 
and stays in position when riding. Holds a small briefcase with room to spare. as 
simple to put on as a guitar, and easier to learn. shoulder pad included. red, black, 
grey, hi-viz lime yellow, blue, or pink. Height: 12", Width: 7", base length: 18", top 
length: 23". 

(D) #904 $97.00
Organizer Pocket #9134 $31.00

 dIsPATCH bAG 
Much more comfortable on a motorcycle than a day pack or book bag, the 
dispatch is a smaller version of the courier bag (6 inches shorter) making it 
perfect for those who are carrying only a few books and a lunch, or other small 
items. shoulder pad included. red, black, grey, hi-viz lime yellow, blue, or pink. 
Height: 12", Width: 7", base length: 12", top length: 18". 

(A) #905 $87.00
Organizer Pocket #9132 $29.00

 leTTer bAG
Just right for carrying a book, a letter, binoculars, and your wallet, the letter bag is 
both our smallest over-the-shoulder design, and the world’s toughest women’s purse. 
More versatile and fun than coach’s chaindrive wallet series. red, black, grey, hi-viz 
lime yellow, blue, or pink. shoulder pad #910 available separately Height: 9", Width: 
3.75", base length: 9", top length: 12". 

 (C) #1905 $67.00
Organizer Pocket #9130 $27.00

feATures

Reinforced yellow waterproof inner fabric
Inner seams bound with woven nylon tape.
Two inside pockets
“Clip-On” key loop
Pre-installed hook & loop for optional 
organizer pocket 

•
•
•
•
•

Secure hook & loop closed lid 
Lid buckles for a wide range of storage
Cam lock buckle adjusts shoulder strap length 
Internal foam shoulder strap
Double bar “D” sliders for optional 
stabilizer strap

•
•
•
•
•

Need a bomb-proof bag? / Review by Mike.B ËRead more at aerostich.com

If you do, get a Courier bag. Mine has hauled college books, a laptop, enough supplies 
for a small office, a water bottle, and my lunch for the past year. Yes, it’s snug, but it all 
fits. I’m in the Northwet, and the only time water has entered the yellow cavern of this 
bag was when my old water bottle leaked. Winter storms, on and off the 
bike, failed to put more than two drops inside it. The corners are 
just starting to get fuzzy, and it has some stains, but not one thread has popped even 
when the weight exceeded 40 lbs.
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 sHoulder PAd
Poron foam and Ultrasuede®. included with all Parcel, courier, and dispatch bags. 
also attaches to other 2" straps and shoulder belts. red, black, grey, hi-viz lime 
yellow, blue, or pink. 

#910 $22.00

 
sTAbIlIzer sTrAP

Helps to maintain stability and 
lessens shifting during riding, par-
ticularly helpful when riding sport 

bikes with low bars. 
#1925 $9.00

 
ORgANIzER POCKETS

These attach securely inside and make 
sure your phone, pencils, papers, tickets, 

radio/iPod/cd player, checkbook, cd’s, sun-
glasses and other items don’t get crunched, 
damaged or lost among the larger stuff you 
are carrying. Well detailed with a mesh 
compartment, an elastic compartment, stiff 

sleeves, and one securely zippered compartment. (Request adhesive loop if you 
have a bag made prior to 2005, or send your bag in for a retrofit.) Letter 
(8"×7.75"), Dispatch (12"×9.5"), Courier (18"×10"), or Parcel (18"×11.5"). 
See specific bag for order information. 

 PINK & WAXED 
COTTON COURIER BAgS

The same high quality Aerostich Shoulder Bags with 
a choice of distinctive flair. A Cordura Nylon bag in a 
lovely shade of pink (yes, pink), makes a great gift for 
that “special someone”—the pink Letter Bag makes a 

great purse, also available in Dispatch and Courier sizes. Or 
choose the soft, supple and water-resistant 
Waxed Cotton Bag, a practical and 
time-tested bag that is equally 
parts rugged durability and classic 
style. 100% cotton—waxed outer 
shell with soft plaid liner, available 
in Letter, Dispatch, Courier and Parcel 
sizes. See aerostich.com for more 
details and to order.  

unbeatable / Review by gsweave  ËRead more at aerostich.com

“Ten years, 150,000+ miles, color now = character, beer holding, oil/brake fluid, tool, 
hydration pack holding, adjusting to any of the seven bikes in the barn. Bottom 
line, BEST piece of kit I have ever bought.”

BUILDINg A BETTER BAg
These are the best. We’ve been making and refining our shoulder bags for over 20 years. The Aerostich Courier Bags were the first 
to use Cordura Nylon and to have integrated reflective areas. We introduced many other features now standard in other similar style 
bags. There’s still a difference. You’ll find these bags the easiest, most comfortable, and most convenient way to carry day-to-day 
loads on your bike. All bags are constructed of urethane-coated, 1000 Denier Cordura and are fully lined. A 2" wide adjustable nylon 
shoulder strap with a removable Ultrasuede shoulder pad is included (with all bags except the Letter Bag). Hardware is Fastex™ 
nylon, a wide strip of silver 3M Scotchlite™ reflective material runs across the flap, a big hook & loop strip beneath the flap, and a 
seamless bottom for maximum strength and durability.

“The versatility and durability of these bags is greater because the bags are simpler. An empty and well-worn courier bag hangs on the doorknob of the 
closet, right by the back door of my place. I grab it and go, filling it with whatever the mission requires. Some days it's groceries. Other times its books and 
papers. It's never exactly the same cargo twice.” —Mr. Subjective 2010

C

A

B

D
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 WATer 
boTTle HolsTer

a foam-insulated holster that is designed 
to attach to courier bags and backpack 
shoulder straps. comes with an aerostich 
“ride eat sleep repeat” water bottle. 
3"×5.25". 

#1913 $30.00
 Water Bottle #1983 $6.00

zIP PouCH
a noble and handy design with a horizontal belt loop 
and full-length zipper. For money, pencils, glasses, stash 
or whatever. coated cordura. black. 9"×3.5". 

#979 $12.00

KrIeGA Kube PoCKeT
ideal for sunglasses and the like, the .5 liter (8"×4"×1.5") capacity Kube pocket 
attaches to belts and straps via hook & loop and web-loop. Waterproof zipper.

#9069 $25.00

WATerProof eleCTroNICs CAses
reliable, waterproof, easy-to-use seallock™ closure (works like the zip-closing on 
freezer bags) keeps electronic devices safely sealed away from damaging moisture. 
clear PVc-free windows on both sides of the case allow use of items inside without 
opening. a simple way to protect your valuable electronic devices. inside dimensions: 
small (3.5"×5.5"), Medium (5.5"×7.5"), large (8"×11.5"). Grey.

Small #3107 $25.00
Medium #3108 $30.00

Packing & Protecting made simple 

For protection from impact and vibration, put your cameras, 
radios, tape or CD players and all delicate things into our fleece 

bags and then throw them all into a dry bag duffel. Add 
a pair of shorts or long pants, a sweatshirt or fleece 
jacket (depending on the weather at the moment), 

and your bathroom kit. Strap the dry bag to your rack or 
saddle and take off. Aerostich fleece bags make packing 

and protecting your delicate electronic or optical things 
simple: Just bag the stuff and toss it into your duffel. This 

is much easier than having to carefully pack each fragile item 
between soft things, and it also makes on the road access to your 

stuff faster and less frustrating.

 
CleAr 

zIPPered 
PoCKeTs

these clear vinyl and 
co rdu ra  z ippe red 
pockets are designed 
to attach to courier 

bags and backpack shoulder straps. small (3.5"×5.5") 
or Medium (4.75"×7.5"). 

Small #1904 $19.00
Medium #1906 $20.00

TANK bAG orGANIzer
besides being a great belt pack or side pocket add-on, it’s the perfect organizer bag 
for your wallet, checkbook, glasses…within your tank bag. two zippered pockets and 
a hook & loop attachment across its backside. black cordura®. 5"×8.5"×3". 

#977 $26.00
 

PHoNe 
Holder

Keep your  phone 
within easy reach. this 
holster mounts directly 
to the shoulder strap 

of our bags with hook & loop tabs and is designed for 
easy access, even with gloved hands. Made of rugged 
cordura, and fits up to 4.25"×2"×1.25", i-phone 
model fits 4.25"×2.5"×.75” phones. tabs fit up to 2" 
wide straps. Holster also fits other smallish items, such 
as narrow mp3 players, earplugs, snacks, etc. black. 
(#9183 is 2.75"×4.75" or #9208 is 3.25"×4.75”) 

Smaller phones #9183 $24.00
Blackberry & iPhone #9208 $24.00

 WATer boTTle
a mantra of high-mileage riders, “ride, eat, sleep, repeat”. 
sums up the daily cycle when covering long distances at speed. 
inspired by the instructions on a shampoo bottle. …really.

#1983 $6.00
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resCue fACTs sTrAP PACK
this essential information pack alerts first responders to 
important medical information like blood type, allergies, 
medical conditions, etc. a rugged nylon wrap that secures 
firmly around courier 
bags and backpack 
s h o u l d e r  s t r a p s 
hook  and  l oop . 
be prepared. red. 
5.75"×2" (folded).

#4668 $10.00

 bANANA PACK
How many times have you wanted to walk away from your bike for some shopping, 
or eating, or whatever…and you needed somewhere to carry your camera, wallet, 
sunglasses, etc.? the banana Pack self-stores into a narrow banana shape that 
packs anywhere. it’s just the right size for carrying plenty of walking and “excursion” 
stuff. Handy, light, and at the ready whenever you need a useful fanny pack. secure 
and tough enough to wear when riding, too. black. 5"×10"×4". 

#9042 $35.00

 lefT leG MAP PoCKeT
this clear pocket attaches with hook & loop to the left leg of all darien pants and 
roadcrafter suits. it’s great for holding maps or directions when you’re not using a 
tank bag. includes adhesive hook & loop for easy installation on other garments or 
your bike’s fuel tank. standard (8.5"×9.5") holds two open folds of a gas station 
map, and narrow (8.5"×6.5") holds about a side and a half. narrow is best for small 
and medium suits/pants. 

Standard #153 $28.00
Narrow #143 $26.00

CrossbAr MAP CAse
attaches to the crossbar on dual 
sport bikes with side release buckles. 

clear on both sides: flips over for 
twice the viewing area. Unique design 

folds out of the way or detaches with 
gloves on, and does not flap in 
the wind. the world’s best way 
to carry a map.

Small (7.7"×6") 
#920 $15.00

Large (10"×10") 
#921 $20.00

Extra Crossbar Mounts 
(not shown) #1935 $3.00

bArPACK
attaches to the crossbar on dual sport bikes with side release buckles. Makes 
exploring and wandering easier and more fun. in addition to the map display window 
there are a bunch of other pockets and zippered compartments to hold your note 
pad, writing tools, compass, etc. Unique design detaches with gloves on, and does 
not flap in the wind. the world’s best way to carry several maps and other stuff. 
black. 9"×5" outside window size. 13"×20" inside window size.

#922 $36.00
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revPACK jr TANK bAG
this thoughtfully designed one compartment bag will provide around 445 cubic inches of storage. nice looking 

with its tapered profile, the bag also has practical touches like the 6.5”×10” map case and single-zipper 
access. the shape is retained by sandwiched foam sheeting. this design is also more weather-resistant 

than most due to its construction which includes a PVc lining. an open cell foam base pad prevents 
scratches. this is a strong, practical and simple design that has been refined over many years of use 

on all kinds of machines. Mr. subjective’s favorite. black. 9”x15”x5.5”(3” tapered).. 
#9321 $89.00

Raincover #9322 $11.00

KrIeGA us-10 PACK Add-oN / TAIl bAG
a waterproof piggyback pocket that attaches to the Kriega r15, r20, r25, r35, Us-
20, and Hydro 3 packs for an additional 610 cubic inches carrying capacity. it also 
doubles as a tailpack for your motorcycle. external shock-cord compression straps 
keep things compacted and tidy. 8"×14"×9". 

#9296 $99.00

KrIeGA us-5 PACK Add-oN / feNder bAG
a 100% waterproof drypack that retro-fits to the Kriega r25, r20, r15, and Hydro 3 packs 
with quick-release buckles, increasing capacity by 305 cubic inches. it also doubles as a 
bolt-on fender pack for enduro or supermoto bikes; included straps stay bolted on bike for 
quick attachment/removal of pack. roll-over closure for total weather and dirt protection. 
removable and washable liner. 3.9"×11.8"×6.3", 10.5 oz. 

#9163 $49.00

KrIeGA TAIl-To-TANK CoNverTer
increasing the versatility of the already multifaceted Kriega Us series bags, this 
converter allows these waterproof 
tailbags to be used as tankbags. Quick 
release buckles allow quick and easy 
access when it’s time to top off the tank 
and an ultra-grip base fabric protects 
the paint while keeping the bag secure. 
includes straps and fitting hardware to 
fit any bike. compataible with Us-5, Us-
10 and Us-20 Kriega Packs. 7.75"×16".

#9283 $35.00

KrIeGA us-20 TAIl bAG / CourIer PACK
this waterproof drypack has 1220 cubic inches of space under its ultra durable, yet 
stylish panels. equipped with removable shoulder and waist straps, it can be carried 
courier style, either on or off the bike. the shoulder strap connects to the large d-
rings at each end of the pack and the waist strap connects to two fold-away buckles 
at the corners of the mesh pocket. it’s also designed for use as a tailpack, with 
included straps that attach and remove easily via four quick-release buckles. the 
zipped mesh pocket on the back panel stores shoulder & waist straps when attached 
to your seat. add over 600 more cubic inches of space by attaching a Us-10 to the 
top of the Us-20, or add 1220 more cubic inches of space by attaching two Us-10’s 
to the sides of the Us-20 — for a full 2440 cubic inches. 15.7"×10.2"×7.5".  

#9295 $139.00
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KrIeGA r25
stability, comfort and wearing convenience are critical for moto-packs, 
and Kriega r25 offers more of all three. Greater stability is achieved with 
a unique 4-point harness system, toUGHteK® grip fabric, a 4-point load 

compression system, and there are no loose straps to flap in the wind 
or catch on anything. conventional packs are thrown over a shoulder and then 

cinched up. With this advanced design it’s faster to simply clip in and go. the Kriega r25 is 
padded with a comfortable, breathable mesh, there is a good size area of reflective material facing both 

front and back, and there’s a nice zippered internal pocket for papers, magazines and smaller items. although 
not waterproof, all fabrics and seams are highly water shedding. 1525 cu. in. capacity. 19"×12"×8" black.  

#9062 $179.00

KrIeGA r15
almost exactly the same in function-

ality and design as the r20, just a 
bit smaller. and…though comfort-
able and suitable for all riders, 
it’s perfect for those under 

5.5'. 915 cubic inches of space 
reside in the main compartment, 
featuring an internal mesh zipped 
pocket—all of which is kept 
secure with a yKK water resistant 
zip. 3M reflective areas along 
back and front, and a side access 
pocket with yKK water-resistant 
zip makes quick access a snap 
instead of having to dig through 

all of your stuff. the internal reservoir 
pocket with compression straps fits 

a 3 liter hydration insert (not included). 
the overall short back length is designed for wearing 

comfortably along with a hip pack. add over 
300 cubic inches of space by attaching a 
Us-5, or over 600 cubic inches with a Us-10. 
16.5"×13"×7". 

#9195 $119.00
3L Insert #9261 $49.00

KrIeGA r20
this hi-tech backpack has an ingenious 
harness system that’s quick and easy 

via one push-button buckle with 
no need to re-adjust the harness 
straps every time you put it on 
or take it off. once it’s set, just 

click. it’s also angled out from the 
underarm area for total freedom 
of movement. combined with a 
removable waist strap, what you’ve 
got is an unequalled level of high 
speed stability. 3M reflective areas 
along front and back. Main com-

partment with yKK water-resistant 
zipper has 1220 cubic inches of 
space. side access pocket also 

has a yKK water-resistant zip and 
there’s an internal zippered mesh pocket, 

too. an internal reservoir pocket with compres-
sion straps fits a 3 liter hydration insert (not 
included). add over 300 cubic inches of space 
by attaching a Us-5, or over 600 cubic inches 
with a Us-10. the overall length of the pack 
has a shorter back to allow it to be worn above 
waistpacks. 18"×11"×6". 

#9196 $129.00
3L Insert #9261 $49.00
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orTlIeb WATerProof PACK
totally waterproof and built like the proverbial small brick structure, 

this is the essential pack for all-weather everyday combat-riding. 
there are two secure mesh “water bottle” pockets and provi-
sions for an integrated hydration system. this pack features 
contoured shoulder straps, a padded waist strap, a sternum 

strap, waist padding, a tensioned stainless steel suspension 
system and a mesh back panel. all this ensures that it will 

stay comfortable and secure in all situations. an aerodynamic 
teardrop shape keeps everything tucked in and tidy. there’s a stow-away bicycle helmet flap, 3M reflectors and a mount for a bike light, too. if you want a tough, waterproof 
pack that will keep your papers and electronics safe in the most vile and stormy weather, this is it. 23"×12"×8", 48 ounces and holds 1648 cubic inches of storage. slate/
black. imported.

#9138 $219.00

blACK dIAMoNd 
CollAPsIble 

bACK PACK
an incredibly light, tough mini-
mal ist  pack with a s imple, 
versatile and functional design. 
it’s the ideal size for carrying a 
lunch, a few books, or just about 
anything…like a little warmer 
clothing (electric vest, fleece 
sweater, change of gloves) or 
whatever. the internal elastic stash 
pocket allows it to pack into itself 
for a clean, near-nothing sized 
pouch when not needed. 210d 

silnylon with a beefy top carrying 
loop. only 13  oz. 690 cu in (11l). 

17"×10"×4.5". black and Gray.
#9097 $49.00

self-stores
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orTlIeb Cor13 WATerProof ruCKsACK
a bomb-proof, highly versatile waterproof pack perfect for all-
weather and everyday combat-riding. the main compartment is 

kept watertight thanks to 3d-welded seams and the tizip closure. 
the inside sports an organizer sleeve, which doubles as a hydration bladder compartment (there’s even a waterproof port for the hose). Padded shoulder and waist 
straps help the cor13 hug the body to maintain ultimate rider maneuverability. Padded back with channeled ventilation keep things cool even if the riding is fast and furious. 
adjustable/ removable front flap will securely cinch a jacket or other random gear. there’s even a secret zipper pocket for stashing things you’d rather keep hidden. We’d tell 
you where it is, but...you know the rest… constructed with abrasion resistant, 100% waterproof polyamide fabric. 17"×9"×8.5", 25 ounces and holds 793 cubic inches of stuff. 
black, red.

#9238 $139.00

KrIeGA r30
combining the best features from the already popular “r” series of packs, joined 

together with the waterproof protection of the “Us” series drybags, the r30 comes 
ready for any weather conditions and situation. it straps on comfortably and 
securely with the Quadlock 
harness system, and features 
cnc buckle adjustments 
at the hips and a closed 
loop strap system at the 
top. a six-point compres-
sion system keeps items 

synched-in tight and 
two water resistant 
outer pockets allow 
quick access to 

your oft used items. 
the 30 liter main 

body is 100% water-
proof and top-loads 
with a roll-top quick 

release closure system, 
providing 1890 cubic 

inches of storage. Highly 
reflective panels front and back increase nighttime visibility. strap on extra water-
proof capacity by attaching a Us-5 for 300 additional cubic inches of space, or 
over 600 cubic inches with a Us-10. 19.3"×11.8"×8.3".

#9262 $239.00
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AIr GroCery bAG
the ultimate reusable grocery sack. 

Features two handles and rein-
forced seams, so it won’t tear 

apart like the plastic variety. Folds 
up into its own bag that easily clips 

to your backpack or tank bag, 
so you’ll always have it along. 
neat. Made of strong, ultra-
light cordura sil-nylon. lime. 
3"×3"×1.5" (compressed),  
18"×20"×18" (expanded).

#9176 $22.00

bANANA GuArd
imagine the guy who invented this telling his wife... “Honey, we’re going to invest our 
life savings in breathable banana luggage!” these ingenious crushproof holders are 
the perfect packing solution for banana lovers everywhere. Made of hard plastic, the 
banana Guard features a nifty snap lock so your banana won’t fall out and mingle 
with the rest of your belongings. it’s even equipped with ventilation holes. sure, you 
might get a laugh or two when you pull this thing out of your tank bag, we had a 
laugh or two discovering it. Fully patented, natch…

#9159 $7.00

frooT GuArd
riding hard with fresh fruit rolling around in 
a backpack, tankbag or pannier can result 
in a sticky mess. another “fruitful” idea from 
the inventor of the banana Guard (#9159), 
these specially designed holders will safely 
cradle and protect any fruit you bring 
along for a roadside snack. Fda approved 

molded plastic, features a sturdy locking 
mechanism to prevent premature opening. 

Ventilation holes let your fruit breathe when 
the guard is securely closed. large (3.5"×4") 

holds fruits like 
apples, pears, peaches, oranges, grapes and 
cherries. small (2.375"×3") protects kiwi, 
plums and apricots from roadrash and pack-
sustained trauma. assorted colors.

Small #9260 $7.00
Large #9259 $8.00

Like Father, Like Son
	 Last	 night	 I	 rode	 home	 from	work	 late,	 at	 nine	 thirty	
p.m.,	on	glistening	wet	streets	surrounded	by	a	sudden	burst	
of	the	year’s	first	thick	snow	flurries.	They	lasted	only	about	
five	minutes—from	while	the	motorcycle's	engine	warmed	up	
as	I	stood	beside	it	putting	on	my	helmet	and	gloves,	to	about	
Lake	 Avenue…a	 distance	 of	 eighteen	 blocks.	 This	 crappy	
weather	was	an	unexpected	surprise	because	it	had	been	sun-
ny	and	gorgeous	when	I’d	ridden	in	earlier.	A	crisp	bright	
late	fall	day.	
	 Every	year	I	have	only	one	experience	exactly	like	this.	It's	
singularly	anticipated,	and	cannot	be	planned	or	expected.	
Dark	wet	streets	and	running	water	in	the	gutters.	Air	thick	
with	irregularly	clumping	snowy	whiteness.	Thirty	four	de-
grees.	Only	 a	 few	 cars.	Emotionally	 and	experientially	 it	 is	
exactly	the	same	every	year.	I've	probably	enjoyed	this	identi-
cal	ten-minute	ride	twenty	times	in	twenty	five	years.	
	 The	 puffy	 snow	 danced	 in	 the	 bike's	 headlight	 and	
streaked	 around	 my	 arms	 and	 shoulders	 --	 each	 outsized	
cluster	of	flakes	 a	 tiny	 comet.	They	 all	 followed	 a	precisely	
smooth	laminar	flow	like	an	endlessly	darting	school	of	phos-
phorescent	tropical	fish	that	stretched	out	before	me	forever.	
Otherworldly	and	surreal.	I	floated	forward	through	this	il-
luminated	ocean	of	rarely	visible	air.	
	 A	few	moments	earlier	I’d	been	looking	absently	at	the	
gaseous	stream	of	pulses	coughing	from	the	end	of	the	bike’s	
idling	exhaust,	anticipating	this	fun,	and	whatever	unknowns	
were	 just	 ahead	 in	 the	 darkness.	 Somehow	 the	 pavement	
looked	even	oilier	than	it	does	during	summer	rains.	Like	a	
glistening	black	sandpaper	made	of	diamond-sparkles.	
	 I	was	 internally	giddy	pulling	on	my	already-partly-wet	
gloves,	 anticipating	 something	 that	 was	 both	 routine	 and	
idiotic…and	now	I	was	mounted	and	lowering	the	choke	le-
ver,	then	flipping	the	low	beam	switch—a	self-added	control	
which	 produces	 a	 loud	 and	 distinctly	 old	 fashioned	 ‘click-
snap’	noise	which	can	be	felt	though	my	glove	fingertip	as	it	
toggles	over.	Uneqivocally	reassuring	in	it’s	minature	spring-
and-metal	way.	
	 White	flakes	in	the	headlight’s	sudden	brightness	danced	
even	more	merrily—as	if	they	knew	they	were	on	a	stage,	sud-
denly	in	a	spotlight.	Ho	Ho	Ho,	Merry	Christmas!	
	 Closing	the	choke	causes	the	bike	to	shudder,	cough	and	
die,	so	I	thumb	the	starter	a	couple	of	times	until	the	engine	
catches,	then	tenderly	rev	the	throttle	to	clean	out	the	misfire.	
It	had	been	idling	on	full-choke	for	too	long	while	I'd	fiddled	
with	my	helmet	and	gloves.	A	few	smaller	twists,	then	a	bigger	
one	and	the	engine	settles	down	to	it's	steady	tuh-tuh-tuh-tuh	
idle.	A	complicated,	comforting,	reassuring	old	bass	metro-
nome.	And	now	I	was	ready	to	go.	
	 But	another	late-leaving	co-worker	is	suddenly	standing	
in	the	middle	of	the	street,	five	feet	away,	pointing	her	cell	
phone	camera	at	me	and	the	surrounding	snowflakes.	In	the	
background	her	car	is	idling	in	the	empty	lane,	it’s	driver’s	
door	wide	open.	An	amusingly	 thick	 spindrift	of	whiteness	
swirled	up	between	us,	again	almost	as	if	it	somehow	knew	to	
increase	the	flakey	performance	for	her	camera.	"I	don't	have	
enough	light.”	she	shouted	just	above	the	bike	and	wind.	“It’s	
a	cheap	phone	camera.	I'll	email	it	to	you	if	it	comes	out."	
"Ok.	Great!	Thanks!	Have	a	nice	night!..."	She	smiled	and	
hurried	back	to	the	safety	and	comfort	of	the	car.	Nice	lady.	
	 I	was	anxious,	and	ready,	so	I	released	the	clutch	and	rolled	
out	across	the	car’s	two	yellow	headlight	beams,	waving	with	my	
gloved	left	hand,	sweeping	upward	just	a	few	inches	above	the	
ribbed	handlebar	grip.	Her	open	hand	replied,	waving	back	
from	just	behind	the	car’s	windshield.	And	then	I	was	off	like	
Zorro...or	maybe	someone	else,	just	heading	home	from	my	
job	on	a	wet	snowy	night.	

—Mr. Subjective 11-09
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 lP (lIGHTWeIGHT PorTAble) bAG
a better mousetrap. this super lightweight, water-resistant/repellent sil-nylon grocery 
bag also doubles as a backpack. all seams are reinforced with binding for superior 
strength. the two generous handles are tacked and bound, then reinforced again 
– so they won’t rip or pull off. backpack webbing straps are sewn through the top 
lip of the bag for a quick cinch closure. this pack will stay put once you put it on 
your back. the bottom corners are reinforced with cordura and feature a grommet 
style cordlock to adjust the straps to desired length. the self-storage pocket is 
placed higher on the interior so it can be used as an easy access interior pocket 
for keys, money, etc. it’s built to last, better for the environment, and works great for 
more than just groceries. Have one of these along whenever and wherever you ride. 
assorted colors. 4.5"×3.75"×2" (compressed), 19"×20"×18" (expanded).

#9197 $25.00

step one: fill

step two: cinch

WATCH THe lP bAG vIdeo AT AerosTICH .CoM

step three: ride
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bACKCouNTry orGANIzer
a silicone-coated ripstop nylon construction 

keeps the weight and bulk minimal 
without sacrificing durability of 

this handy organizer pouch. 
contains a multitude of 

pockets and zippered 
compartments inside 
and out to hold travel 

docs or small personal, 
first-aid, or kitchen items. 

9"×5.5"×2.5", 4 oz.
#9145 $30.00

KrIeGA sTAsH 
the stash is a detailed and functional travel organizer/wallet that is compatible 
with the Kube pocket. its half-liter capacity is full of useful pockets for cards, pens, 
etc. and it features a concealed pocket with a key clip. this thing is really nice. 
4"×6.5"×1.2".

#9066 $19.00

CArd CAse
easily holds up to eight cards and a 
couple of folded up bills per side.

Nylon (4x"2.625") 
#1972 $8.00

Leather (4"×2.75") 
#1969 $14.00

exeCuTIve
closer to a traditional 
wallet and holds about 
16 cards, plus bills. 

Nylon (5"×3.75") 
#1988 $22.00

Leather  (5"×3.9") 
#1981 $34.00

World’s THINNesT WAlleTs
you won’t find flatter, more inconspicuous and lightweight wallets anywhere. these 
will carry all you need for any journey, whether it’s a quick errand to the store, or 

riding beside wildebeest in africa. they’re better for your back, and help prevent wallet 
sciatica. each style comes in both leather and ripstop nylon (which is flatter than flat!). 
carry nice in front or back pocket. Patented too, believe it or not. the executive is most 
recommended.

traditional tri-fold executive

euroPeAN
comfortably holds about 
3-4 cards per side, plus 
bills. 

Nylon (3.75"×3") 
#1977 $16.00

Leather (3.9"×3.1") 
#1964 $30.00

TrAveler
Holds a passpor t , 
about 6-10 cards, plus 
bills.

Nylon (5.25"×4") 
#1959 $22.00

Leather (5.25"×3.75") 
#1929 $36.00

“I just did a spreadsheet analyzing my personal motorcycle costs/mile sort of on a dare from some-
one who reads my blog regularly. I thought I was going to prove how expensive motorcycles are to 
operate, but I pretty much proved that even my cranky dirt-cheap Ford Escort is more expensive to 
own than a reasonable motorcycle. I didn't expect that. It feels like I’m spending more money on 
the motorcycles because the expenses come in big chunks (tires and drive line). However, the fuel 
economy over-rules those costs substantially.” 

- Thomas Day,  (geezerwithagrudge.blogspot.com) by email to Mr. Subjective, 1-2013
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TrAvel seCurITy bAG
For international and domestic travelers, these breathable ripstop nylon bags are 
a safe, comfortable, and inconspicuous way to carry cash and critical documents 
against your body and out of sight. the neck bag (7"×5") can be hung underneath 
your shirt or jacket and features three zippered compartments. 

Neck Bag #1970 $11.00

MoTofIle
“your papers! Ver are your papers!” (fumble fumble…). it’s always a good idea to 
know exactly where your registration and insurance info is, but it’s easy to lose track. 
this small waterproof holder attaches with adhesive hook & loop to any unobtrusive 
place on your bike, like a side panel or under a seat. Grey. Folds to 5"×1.75".

#1937 $8.00

delrIN loCKs
For locking up zippers and luggage lids 
very securely in the lightest possible 

way. not cheap plastic…but delrin, 
the same ultra tough material used 
on quality side release buckles. 
tough enough to discourage curious 
fingers and lots less weight and 
banging around than a typical small 

metal luggage lock. Pilferers…ha! two 
locks, four keys. 1.5"×1"×.4". black.

#9059 $4.00

orTlIeb HIP PACK 2
beyond this bag’s unique waterproof roll-top closure is a truly comfortable, versatile 
and well designed pack. the shape and size are perfect for a few tools, a sweater 
or vest, trail lunch, maps, etc. there’s a wide adjustable waist belt with built-in 
ventilation and back padding, a zippered neoprene outer pocket, two mesh water 
bottle pockets and a dry and secure roll-top closure system. compression straps 
keep the load secure. even after riding through hours of soaking rains (or an igno-
minious forward dismount at a trail’s unexpectedly deep river crossing), all of your 
food/maps/wallet/stuff will be totally dry and perfectly protected. super rugged 
construction, distinctive design and superior PVc-free materials make this bag an 
indispensable part of your travel kit. 9"×11"×2.8" (305 cu in). 17.3 oz. Green/Gray 
or slate/Gray.

#9271 #119.00

WATerProof TrAvel seCurITy bAGs
Keep your money, passport, travel documents, or other any important papers safe 
and dry. totally waterproof construction features nearly indestructible (yet thin and 
flexible) urethane/nylon material, and a secure roll down hook & loop closure system. 
Waist belt (12"×5") or neck bag (small 4.5"×6", or large 7"×9"). black. 

Small Neck Bag #9034 $16.00
Large Neck Bag #9035 $20.00

 MAGNeTIC bAby oNsIe
a baby completely changes every aspect your life. How do you add a little nipper without giving up your bike?  

big problem. recently the famous Millard-Marcus-rebeka consultancy suggested an entirely new approach: a special-
ized baby onsie made of abrasion-resistant 500d Gore-tex cordura, with a full-length water-proof zipper, internal back 
padding and three webbed tabs per side, each holding two super-strong rare-earth magnets. there’s also a 1” safety 

strip of 3M reflective above.  everything is designed to be safe and secure. simply place child within and position on your 
bikes gas tank as if it were a magnetic tank bag.  then clip the safety leash carabineer to handlebar.  it’s that simple.  
Features a removable machine washable padded fleece lining,  a protective top flap to protect that fragile cranium, and 
a removable shoulder-strap.  tested to 140 Mph.  specify blue or Pink in small (1-6 months) or Medium (6 – 18 months) 

and appearance motif: Pirate, california raisin, Mighty Mouse, sponge bob or spiderman.  Usa
 #RIDE $259.93




